INTERPARLIAMENTARY CONFERENCE SURINAME 2018 - Ticketing Guidelines

1. The SLM issues an IT-code to IPC organization containing a special rate for the participants of the conference only to be used on SLM routes and only available if booked at one of the SLM Ticketing Offices. This special rate is a USD50 discount on the economy class fare being USD317.00 and the business class fare being USD599.00 for Port of Spain to Paramaribo v.v. For Curaçao to Paramaribo v.v. also USD50.00 discount on the economy class fare being USD417.00 and the business class fare being USD799.00. The Fares are inclusive taxes and surcharges and exclusive booking fee.

2. The participants register at Mrs. Indira Jadoenath from the IPC organization and she passes the IT-code to the participants by email with the above-mentioned instructions. Mrs. Jadoenath will always include SLM-Call center in a CC in the email so that a cross-reference can take place.

3. The participants can contact Mrs. Jadoenath via email: i.jadoenath@dna.sr or indirajad@gmail.com and one of the SLM offices or the Call Center of the SLM, email: callcenter@flyslm.com

4. The IT-code for ticket is: ITIPCSU18

5. When making the bookings indicate the passengers to check the validity of passport and visa and inform about the Yellow Fever alert.

6. Payment for the ticket can be made via Bank transfer. Communicate this well with the participant.

7. When passing the all-incl. price, consider the bank's transfer costs.